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ABSTRACT

The technique of using triboelectric charge to measure the mass flow rate of

cryogens for the Space shuttle Main Engine was investigated. Cross

correlation of the triboelectric charge signals was used to determine the

transit time of the cryogen between two sensor locations in a 3/4 inch tube.

The ring electrode sensors were mounted in a removable spool piece. Three

spool pieces were constructed for delivery, each with a different design.

One set of electronics for implementation of the cross correlation and flow

calculation was constructed for delivery.

Tests were made using a laboratory flow loop using liquid freon and

transformer oil. The measured flow precision was 19 and the response was

linear. The natural frequency distribution of the triboelectric signal was

approximately I/f. The sensor electrodes should have an axial length less

than approximately one tenth pipe diameter. The electrode spacing should be

less than approximately one pip diameter.

Tests using liquid nitrogen demonstrated poor tribo-signal to noise ratio.

Most of the noise was microphonic and common to both electrode systems. The

common mode noise rejection facility of the correlator was successful in

compensating for this noise but the signal was still too small to enable

reliable demonstration of the technique in liquid nitrogen.
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1.0 SUMMARY

The objectives of this contract was to develop, test and deliver three flow

meter spool piece designs for measuring LOX and 1/q2 . The intended

application was for the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) test stand.

Liquid freon, water and transformer oil were used to develop the spool

pieces. All spool pieces worked well and confirmed general understanding of

the technique. Flow rate precision of approximately 1% was measured and the

response was linear. Electrode geometry should have short (axially)

electrodes (< one tenth of the pipe diameter). The electrodes should be

spaced close together (< i pipe diameter) and the frequency response of the

electronics should have a lower limit above the reciprocal of the transit

time. The natural frequency distribution of the signal is approximately I/f.

Tests with liquid nitrogen showed large amounts of microphonic noise common

to both electrodes. The common mode noise rejection facility of the

correlator compensated adequately for this.

1



2.0 INTRODUCTION

Currently fuel flow rates within the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME)are

measured with a turbine type instrument that has a forward pressure drop.
For turbine flow meters there are credible failure modesthat could result in

engine damage. This is always a risk for intrusive devices. This project is
to develop a flow meter that is nonintrusive and does not result in a

pressure drop.

For some time, the use of cross correlation in flow measurementhas been

investigated. Only in the last 5 to 8 years has the technique become
practical because of the availability of customized solid state electronics

on an affordable scale. Before this, experimental arrangements were

constructed using computers or very simple hardware circuits. These circuits

were slow and inefficient and the former required expensive computers to be
fast and efficient.

TR_Tdeveloped an integrated circuit to carry out the cross correlation of two

signals in digital (single bit) form. This lowers the computational overhead
required by computers. The chip was designed primarily for radar and sonar

signal processing where return signals can be cross correlated with
transmitted signals for identification. This chip has made it possible to
build a full cross correlator on a double sided circuit board measuring only

187 X 229 mm. Amongmany features, the circuit based on the TRWchip

provides a signal directly proportional to velocity, correlation display
functions (for an oscilloscope) and a commonmoderejection facility.

Future developments in electronics will provide for further reduction in

correlator size and chip count. Programmablegate arrays are available now

that can incorporate digital circuits on a single chip. The TRWbased
correlator circuit is currently being converted to take advantage of this.

Hence, the use of cross correlation for flow measurementwill becomemore

wide spread in the near future.



Cross correlation requires a (natural) flow derived signal to be detected at

a point along the flow path. This effectively labels the particular fluid

segment. A similar signal is also obtained from a second location, a short

distance down stream. The two signals are cross correlated to determine the

transit time for the naturally labeled segment to arrive at the downstream

location. The inverse of the transit time, multiplied by the separation

between the two locations yields the flow velocity.

Generally the source of a signal takes different forms depending on the

application. Where large density fluctuations occur in turbulent streams, a
density sensitive measurement can be made at two locations to provide a

signal. Where large capacitive changes occur, capacitive sensors can be

used. There are manyexamples of sensors that can be used.

Considerable experience has been gained by the contractor with the use of

triboelectric charge applied to two phase flow measurement. From the

literature such charge has been detected in water, hydrocarbon fuels and

liquid nitrogen and helium. The use of charge is appropriate technology for

the SSME because of the large amount of turbulence induced by

turbocompressors and because the charge sensing electrodes can be mounted

unobtrusively in the wall of the flow duct. No indication is available in

the literature as to the amount of charge generated under particular
circumstances.

Successful development of this technique for the extreme environment

conditions of the SSMEwill present a new generation of flow meters for

cryogenic applications in particular and accelerate the general application

to industry.

This contract required the development, testing and delivery of three flow

meter spool piece designs. The flow meters used triboelectric charge coupled
with cross correlation to determine accurate cryogenic flow rate. These

triboelectric flow meters (TEFM)were tested in liquid nitrogen with modest

flow rates to indicate the feasibility of the technique. Consideration was

given to the applicability of these tests to the intended final application.



3.0 TEFM PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

3.1 Triboelectric Charge

Triboelectric charge is generated on objects that come in contact and rub

against each other. The charge generation is caused by friction. Usually

the two objects are composed of dissimilar materials, however on rare

occasions charge can be generated by identical materials with asymmetric

rubbing(l) .

The phenomenon has been investigated and used for a considerable time,

however no theoretical or quantitative explanation has been developed. Thus,

prediction of the amount of charge generated under known circumstances relies

on an empirical relationship developed after a great deal of experimentation.

The effects of charging ones body through walking on a carpet is well kno_.

Studies (2)(I) of the process commonly re_;ult in a list of materials graded in

order of their potential for charge generation (i.e., a triboelectric

series). Charge generation can occur between any combination of those

materials. The TEFM relies on charge generation between a liquid (liquid H2,

02, or N2) and a solid (pipe or container walls). A common example of such

charge results when hydrocarbon fuels flow through fuel lines and filters.

This effect is of great importance to the aeronautical industry since a large

accumulation of charge can cause sparking and fire or explosions. Studies of

this application have been made (2)(3)

The generation of charge by cryogenic fluids is not well covered in the

literature. Static charge generation by liquid nitrogen passing from a dewar

to a cryostat has been reported (4). Artificial charging of liquid helium has

also been investigated (5) For all of these cases no mention is made of the

ac component of this charge while the liquid is flowing.

The TEFM requires the detection of a small ac triboelectric signal. This

results mainly from turbulent variations in the flow close to the pipe wall

which are then mixed throughout the volume. Because the fluid of interest is

4



a poor electrical conductor this charge persists to label the fluid eddies.

There is also a possibility that charge is generated from liquid-liquid

contact away from the pipe wall.

The dc component is known as the streaming potential and its use for flow
determination has been examined(6) , however this technique requires a

consistent measurement of the streaming potential magnitude. Such a

measurement is difficult to make and is highly dependant on experimental
conditions such as contamination and minor drifts in high impedance
electronic circuits.

The effect of conductivity is also not well understood. One study (2) shows

how the charging current for a fluid flowing through a platinum capillary

varies with conductivity and Reynolds number. The current reaches a maximum
as conductivity is increased but then decreases again at higher

conductivities. The maximumoccurs at different conductivities depending on

the Reynolds number.

Hence, the generation of a suitable charge in cryogens can only be studied

through experimentation. A high level of turbulence and liquid-metal
friction is required and both of these requirements are met in the space

shuttle main engine.

3.2 Flow Rate Measurement-CrossCorrelation

Flow speed is determined by a transit time technique based on timing the

delay in the triboelectric charge signal (ac) between two electrodes in the

pipe wall. The two signals from the electrodes are cross correlated to

determine the time delay.

Figure 3.1 shows an example of two triboelectric signals from flowing freon

in a 3/4" diameter pipe. The time delay between them is apparent.

This technique has been investigated for some time and a summaryof recent
literature is given by Coulthard (7). The technology used in this contract

5
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was developed from the application to the measurement of particulate mass
flow (8"12) Other applications of cross correlation have been examined by
Bendat and Piersol (13)

Several means for deriving a flow sensitive a signal include: pressure

fluctuations, ultrasonic and ionizing radiation attenuation, capacitance and
triboelectric charge. These suit a wide range of applications.

3.2.1 Determination of Time Delay

The analog cross correlation function (Rud) between an upstream signal U(t)

and a downstream signal D(t) is defined as:

limit I T
F

Rud(T) - J U(t -T ) D(t)dt (2)

T_ T o

where T is the integration (or measurement) time, t is the sample time, and

is the time delay between the two signals. If Rud(7) is calculated over a

continuous range of time delays , the transport time of the flowing material

is the value of T for which Rud(7 ) is a maximum. Since calculating this

integral in an analog form requires high speed processing using a computer,

the polarity cross correlation function is used. This reduces the amount of

data required for analysis since the signal is only a single bit.

The digital or polarity cross correlation function C(j) is defined as:

N

C(j) - I/N E U[-(i + j)at] D(-i_t) (3)

i-i

where j is the time delay increment (2 t) number and U and D are the up and

downstream signals, respectively. The function is averaged over N

measurements and the delay time is equal to the correlation delay for which

C(j) is a maximum.



Use of the digital correlation function does not alter the estimated value of

the delay, however it does change the shape of the correlation peak, making

it broader. To compensatefor this, the smoothing or integration time maybe

increased to maintain precision in the estimate of time delay.

3.2.2 Precision and Resolution

The use of more bits of resolution in digitizing the signals improves the

resolution but adds greatly to the processing overhead. It has been shown

(14) that by using a two bit instead of a single bit conversion the signal to

noise ratio can be halved. Only an extra 20_ improvement can be achieved by

going to 4 bit conversion which is effectively equivalent to analog

correlation.

Thus the use of single bit correlation allows relatively simple electronics

capable of operating at fast rates. The correlator circuit used for this

contract is, however, capable of performing a two bit cross correlation.

The precision determining the time delay is related to the width of the peak

in the cross correlation function. The width is in turn dependant upon the

cross spectral bandwidth (B), the smoothing or integration time (T) and the

normalized magnitude of the peak(R). Hence, the precision (O) of the

polarity correlation is given by:

/.033o- 12 1/Rl
BTL

The precision is improved by increasing the cross spectral bandwidth,

increasing the integration time and improving the degree of correlation. The

latter (R) is normalized between 0 and I where 0.5 represents random,

uncorrelated signal for a polarity (I bit) correlator.

The relative measurement of the precision can be obtained by measuring the

width of the cross correlation peak at half its maximum height (F_rHM).



An indication of the effective bandwidth of the polarity signals can be

obtained by obtaining the auto correlation function of one of the signals.

The auto correlation function of a random period polarity function is

represented by an exponential function with a decay time constant equal to

the average rate of zero crossing.

Increasing the polarity bandwidth can be achieved by "whitening" the

frequency spectrum. This is the case for the TEFMsince most of the signal

strength appears in the low frequency end of the spectrum. The low
frequencies dominate the operation of the zero crossing converters. By

reducing the amount of low frequency signal, the higher frequencies have more

influence. Ideally the spectral content of the noise should be uniform.

Resolution in terms of the processing time delay increment T must be kept
well within the precision of the correlation peak. Normally this not a

problem and is easily achieved. _nen this condition is met, normal

statistical variations in the location of the peak smooth out the incremental

changes caused by T, a simple low pass filter on the output of the correlator

is required.

3.2.3 Common Mode Compensation

A TEFM if used in the SSME would measure a great deal of interfering noise

due to vibration of the high impedance electrode system. Most of this noise

is expected (and verified in this work) to be common to both electrode

channels (i.e., common mode noise - CMN).

Common mode noise rejection (CMR) is an essential feature of the correlator

used in this contract. Figure 3.2 illustrates the effect of CMN (Rnn(t)) on

the cross correlation function Rud(T) for two signals u(t) and d(t). The

cross correlation function of CMIq is essentially an auto correlation function

which is symmetrical in positive and negative time and is periodic (depending

on bandwidth). The signals u(t) and d(t) lead to a cross correlation

function that is not symmetric in time and this property is used for CMR.

The presence of CMN can bias the location of the cross correlation peak or
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mask it completely.
section 7.3.

Examplesof this and the operation of CMRare given in

Essentially, in terms of CMN,the correlator determines the negative time

delay correlation function and subtracts it from the normal positive time

delay function which removes the commonmodeor "auto correlation" component.

It does this by alternately swapping the input signals. The negative

correlation of true time delayed (positive) signals produces a featureless

correlation function.

Considering the cross correlation function Ryx(T ) of two signals y(t) and

x(t) given by

i M

Ry x (T) --_--/ y(t) x (t-T) dt
O

where T is the delay time between the signals and M is the total sampling

time. If y(t) is the output of a linear system with input x(t) and impulse

response h(T) then the following convolution relation holds:

Ryx(T) - J h (T-t) Rxx(t ) dt
O

where Rxx is the auto correlation of x(t) when noise n(t) is added and when

there is a pure transport delay (L), h(T) becomes a unit impulse at time

delay L and

Ryx(T ) -Rxx (T-L) + Knn (T)

Since all auto correlations including Rnn(T), are symmetrical about T = O

then

and

Rnn (T) -Rnn (-T)

Ryx(T ) Ry x (-T) - Rxx (T-L) Rxx (-T-L)

II



In order to determine L accurately, the signals x(t) and y(t) must have a
bandwidth sufficient to ensure that h(T) is a narrow peak at lag time L, and

thus that Rxx(T) is very small for IT I >L and therefore

Ryx(T) - Ryx(-T ) -Rxx (T-L)
is the cross correlation free from noise n(t).

12



4.0 SPOOLPIECEDESIGN

4.1 Design Overview

Three spool piece designs were fabricated and tested to determine the effects

of electrode axial length and electrode spacing. Figures 4.1 to 4.3 show

mechanical details of designs-A, B and C respectively while Plate 4.1 shows a

photograph of design-C assembled with the preamplifier.

The spool pieces are based on a 19.05 mm diameter stainless steel tube with

ring electrodes (brass) mounted flush in the tube wall. The electrodes are

insulated from the tube by teflon insulators that also serve as seals. The

spool piece is constructed in three basic sections (MY.l, MK2, MK3) that bolt

together with six 1/4" stainless steel bolts. The middle section contains

the electrodes and feed-through wires while the two ends contain 3/4" pipe

threads for coupling into the flow loop

The enclosure containing the preamplifier circuit mounts above the electrode

connection exits on brackets attached to two of the 6 assembly bolts.

Electrode connecting wires pass through stainless steel tubes (nipples)

screwed into the spool piece around the wire exit holes. These tubes lead

into the preamplifier box providing mechanical support and shielding from

electromagnetic interference. The tubes are also insulated from the

preamplifier enclosure to minimize cooling of the preamplifier circuit. This

also eliminates the potential for electrical interference by earth loops.

The "ground" connection path runs from the spool piece body to the

preamplifier enclosure via the support brackets.

Provision is made to heat the preamplifier enclosure with heating tapes and

to purge it with dry nitrogen gas. This prevents cooling of the circuit and

condensation of moisture about the high impedance parts of the circuit board.

13



Figure 4.1

MECHANICAL DETAILS OF THE SPOOL PIECE DESIGN-A
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MECHANICAL DETAILS OF THE SPOOL PIECE DESIGN-B
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MECHANICAL DETAILS OF THE SPOOL PIECE DESIGN-C
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4.2 Electrode and Insulator Design

The three spool piece designs have different electrode geometries. Designs A

and B have the same electrode axial length of 3.35 mm but have different

electrode axial separation. This provides a comparison between electrode

separation of approximately one (design-A) and two (design-B) pipe diameters.

Design-C has a longer electrode axial length of 7.925 mm but the same

electrode spacing as design-B. Hence comparison between designs-B and C

provide a test of the effects of electrode axial length. All designs have

the same teflon gap (1.27 mm) between the electrode and the pipe wall in the

axial direction. The ideal electrode geometry would provide:

(a) wide bandwidth frequency response.

(b) low capacitance and high resisuance to ground (spool piece

body).

(c) small spatial sensitivity in the axial direction.

(d) equally sensitive to all areas of the pipe cross section or most

sensitive to the region with the average velocity profile.

(e) good sensitivity to produce a large signal.

(f) facilitate a good seal.

Some of these requirements are conflicting and compromises must be reached.

A short electrode supports (a) and (c) but may not support (d) and (e).

Requirement (b) for low capacitance requires a small electrode surface area

or a large gap between the electrode and the spool piece body. Large

capacitance would conflict with requirements of (a), (c) and (f) but support

requirements of (a) and (e) (a is conflicting because of large spacial

coverage but supported because of low capacitance.). The electrode gap is

important because of end effects which can only be predicted through

numerical modeling which is beyond the scope of this work. These

characteristics may have the greatest effects upon spacial sensitivity and

signal strength. The electrode gap was selected primarily because of the

thermal expansion and elastic limits of teflon. Careful consideration of

these properties are required for a reliable seal.
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The shape of the electrode and teflon seals is contoured to take advantage of

radial shrinkage to provide sealing compression. The elastic limits of

teflon are such that the elastic compression possible is only slightly

greater that the contraction during cooling. Thus axial forces alone cannot

provide an adequate seal.

Two seal designs were used. For designs A and B the teflon was beveled which

enhances the axial forces during radial contraction. Design-C with a longer

electrode has a simple profile that relies on the radial compression on the

circumferential surfaces for sealing forces. The circumferential groove in

the electrode assisted assembly and provided a void for compression of the

teflon.

4.3 Electrode Connecting Wires

Consideration was given to the electrode connection wire to minimize

capacitance to ground and the minimize vibration induced noise. Connection

was made by 0.5 mm multistrand copper wire insulated with teflon. A

schematic is shown in Figure 4.4. The wire was soldered into a hole in the

circumference of the electrode. It then passed between the two halves of the

teflon seal and through the electrode feed-through hole. This hole was also

made a relatively large diameter to reduce the capacitance of the wire to

ground.

The wire was supported in the shielding nipple that connects the spool piece

with the preamplifier enclosure. The connecting wire was passed through a

1.5 mm diameter teflon tube to provide rigidity. Paper insulation was then

packed around the teflon tube to fill the gap in the stainless steel nipple

(6 mm internal diameter). This helped to dampen vibration and contain any

moisture that may condense.

The connection wires then passed through holes in the preamplifier circuit

board and were soldered to the component side. Some slack was left to

facilitate reassembly and to ensure that there was no tension in the wire

that would cause resonant vibration.
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5.0 ELECTRONICS DESIGN

5. i Overview

The electronics for the TEFM consists of three functional units: i.

preamplifier, 2. signal conditioner, and 3. correlator. Signals from the

electrodes are amplified by the high input impedance amplifier and

transmitted to the signal conditioner. The signal conditioner filters the

signals and converts them to binary or zero-crossing signals for input to the

correlator. The correlator determines the cross correlation function between

the two input channels and tracks the time delay associated with the peak in

the correlation function. This time delay is inverted and output as a

voltage signal proportional to velocity.

5.2 Preamplifier

Figure 5.1 shows a circuit of the preamplifier. The input stage is a high

impedance (1012ohms) buffer amplifier (LM210) used to prevent loading of the

electrode signals. This impedance is of the same order as the resistivity of

liquid nitrogen. A capacitor (CI) is used to couple the electrode signal to

prevent dc offsets in subsequent stages. Such offsets arise from streaming

potentials detected by the electrodes. Minor offsets (especially asymmetri-

cal) would hamper operation of the zero-crossing detectors and prevent or at

least bias the cross correlations.

Provision is made to short out this coupling capacitor and measure the

streaming potential at the output of the high impedance buffer. Also various

load resistors can be connected at the buffer input to reduce the input

impedance. This facility is useful if the signals are large and/or have a

lower source impedance. For normal operation high impedance, ac coupling is

required in this application.
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The gain stage of the preamplifier consists of two operational amplifiers

(0P-227) providing an overall variable gain between I0 and 200. The

frequency response provides a bandpass between approximately 2 and 3000 Hz.

Since the triboelectric signal displays a i/f (approximately) frequency

spectrum most of the power lies in the lower frequency components (see

7.1.1). In theory there is a lower cut-off frequency below which both

electrodes would lie essentially within the same charge packet. This would

broaden the correlation peak and introduce auto correlation. The lower

frequency depends on the flow rate and the electrode spacing. This was

accounted for in the preamplifier by using the input capacitor but such fine

tuning was not made in the subsequent circuits.

The circuits are produced on fiberglass printed circuit boards with the same

layout for each channel (electrode). Both channels share the same power

supply. The board is mounted in a die cast enclosure which is mounted to the

spool piece as described in Section L. Outputs from the buffer and gain

stages are furnished through BNC connectors. Power is connected via a 9 pin

"D" connector.

5.3 Signal Conditioner

The signal conditioner filters the triboelectric signals and converts them to

a binary form. That is, if the signal is positive then the conditioner

output is at logic i or in this case a high voltage. If the signal is

negative then the output is logic zero or zero volts.

The circuit schematic is shown in Figure 5.2. It was adapted from another

flow meter and contains features that were not required for this contract.

The circuit shown can accommodate two flow meters and is mounted in a single

width NIM electronics module.

The input active filter stage is built around a single operational amplifier

(LM301) and has a bandpass response shown by Figure 5.3. This response

function was shown to reduce the width of the cross correlation peak for

freon flow thus producing improved time resolution. This is most likely due
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to a "prewhitening" effect by attenuating the lower frequencies which tends

to even out the frequency distribution of the signal. Negligible signal from

single phase flow existed above I KHz, at the lab flow rates.

Following the filter stage the signal branches to a comparator (LM339) for

binary conversion and an rms level converter (AD536). The latter provides a

dc voltage equal to the rms signal strength. The signal strength is

available at a front panel meter by switch selection. Other features

provided for the original application will not be described.

5.4 Cross Correlation

The correlator circuit was developed and designed from another application,

however most of its features have been directly applicable to this contract.

The circuit is completely hardware based and occupies a single circuit board

mounted into a single width NIM electronics module.

The following is an overview of the important features of the cross

correlation function. Table 5.1 summarizes the performance character-istics

of the cross correlator. Briefly, the correlator accepts a binary

conditioned form of the analogue triboelectric signals from each electrode.

That is, the correlator input voltage signal is zero or 15V depending on

whether the analogue signal is either negative or positive respectively. The

upstream signal is sampled in 64 increments of time and stored. For the next

256 time increments, the downstream signal is sampled (64 time increments)

and digitally compared with the stored upstream signal to perform the cross

correlation. The cross correlation is done by a TRW correlator chip which

outputs a 7 bit number representing the degree of correlation (converted to 8

bits for compatibility). At each of the 256 time delays this number is

accumulated to produce the cross correlation function. The time delay

corresponding to the maximum degree of correlation is the fluid transit time

between the two electrodes. The circuit performs many other functions

necessary for operation. The features essential for the TEFM are discussed

below.
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TABLE5.1

Specifications And Features Of Prototype Cross Correlator.

Board Size
Board Area Used
Power Consumption
Voltage Range
Inputs

Outputs

Lag Resolution
Full Scale Lag Time
SampleRate
Exponential SmoothT.C.
Analog SmoothT.C.
Correlogram Output

Fraction of SampledData
Used

Resolution

7 5/16 by 9 inches (187 x 229 mm)
6 by 9 inches (153 x 229 mm)
450 mAat 15 V
12 to 16 V single supply
Upstream
Downstream

(TTL), (one or two bits
optional resolution)

Bad Data flag
(TTL)

Lag of Correlation Peak (9 bit)
Current Peak Correlation

(Analog 0-I0 V)
X axis lag value

(Analog 0-5 V in 256 lag mode)
(Analog 0-I0 V in 512 lag
mode)

Y axis correlation value
(Analog 0-I0 V)

Velocity
(Analog I-i0 V, with I volt
representing maximumlag time)

256 or 512 points
0.5 mS to 9.9 seconds
512 KHzdown to 52 Hz
16 to 256 time Full Scale Lag times
Selected by an optional capacitor
Continuously updated and exponen-
tially smoothedwith time constants from 16
to 256 times full scale lag time

All Downstream
25%of Upstream (normal mode, 256 lags)
2 bit Signal Inputs
7 bit Instantaneous Correlation
8 bit correlation (Y output)
8 bit current peak correlation
9 bit Lag Time (X output)
9 bit Data Outputs
12 bit Internal Math Calculations
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Commonmode rejection is important to eliminate effects of vibration and

other noise that appears on the signals from both electrodes. This type of

noise should be significant in the SSME. Such signals produce an auto
correlation function that is added to the cross correlation function

required for the measurement. This can bias the true correlation peak

location and provide an erroneous reading. The value of common mode

rejection has been demonstrated and is expected to be even more important in

the SSME application because of the significant vibration and acoustical

noise generated.

Another important feature of the correlator circuit is its ability to carry
t

out a two-bit correlation. This allows for great precision or a faster

response time. Work by Piersol and Bendat (reference) and others has shown

the validity of using polarity converted signal. However, a longer sample is

required to achieve the same precision as an analogue correlation as

described in Section 3. Increasing the resolution to a two-bit conversion

improves the precision. The addition of added bits of resolution further

improves precision but with diminishing returns for the extra com-

plication. The two-bit correlation can be achieved by a small add-on

circuit, but still uses the single one-bit correlator. The two-bit option

was not used in this work.

Smoothing of the cross correlation function is done at several stages in the

correlation process. This allows for an optimal trade off between response

time and precision while providing a continuous output of flow speed.

Because the technique is based on a statistical process, data must be

collected over a period of time and then "averaged" to produce a result.

Data collection is the accumulation of the cross correlation time function.

The correlation is determined simultaneously at each incremental time delay

from "zero" to the maximum time delay. A second correlation then begins

immediately. Successive correlation functions are combined using the

exponential smoothing technique which provides exponentially more weighing

for the most recent data. The exponential time constant is adjustable in

terms of the number of sweeps over which the data is smoothed. Exponential
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smoothing is used commonlyin process control to provide a smooth, yet rapid,

response.

A further smoothing state is provided by the median time delay peak follower.

After accumulating the correlation function, the time delay corresponding to

the most correlation is determined. For high speed operation, a short

exponential time constant is used, however this presents the likelihood of

false peaks arising from noise at any other time delay. Such noise can also

exist where the correlation peak is relatively weak and the false peaks can

represent flow rates drastically different from the real rate. If the peaks
were simply identified as the time delay with maximumcorrelation without

smoothing, a very noisy flow signal may result.

Therefore, a median peak follower is used. The peak position is tracked by a

pointer which is incremented by one time delay increment each sweep through

the time span provided a peak is detected at a longer time delay. The

reverse is true if a peak at shorter time delay is detected. Should the new

peak be false then the error is much smaller than if the average (exponential

or otherwise) peak location were used. This technique is statistically much

more immune to noise than conventional techniques. For good data which is

highly correlated, the facility can be disabled to revert to instantaneous

peak following.

The flow signal output from the correlator is a 0-10V DC signal propor-

tional to flow rate. The inversion of time delay is done internally by a

novel use of a digital to analog converter chip. Smoothing of this output is

done by a simple RC network representing a third smoothing stage. A digital

output is available for the time delay signal (9 bit).

Other outputs include signals for x and y oscilloscope inputs to display the

correlation function with time delay, and the value of the correlation

function peak. The latter is a measure of the quality of the cross

correlation.
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6.0 EXPERIMENTALSET-UPANDTESTPROCEDURE

Three basic arrangements were used for testing cryogenic and non-cryogenic

fluids. Non-cryogenic fluids such as freon, water and transformer oil were

used in a laboratory set up to develop the spool piece and preamplifier

designs. A separate laboratory flow loop was used for liquid nitrogen flow

testing and a portable version of this was used for test at a liquid nitrogen

supply depot.

6.1 Non-Cryogenic Flow Loop

Figure 6.1 shows a schematic representation of the flow loop used for non-

cryogenic fluids. A magnetic coupled drive, variable speed rotary pumpwas
used to circulate fluid from a tank, through the test piece and back to the

tank. Flow rates up to 30 liters per minute (i/min.) of liquid freon were
obtained.

Readings from the triboelectric flow meter were compared with a reference

flow meter installed downstream in the loop. This was a 3/4 'w diameter

turbine flow meter with a linearization circuit capable of providing 0.I_

accuracy. The turbine meter was calibrated by the manufacturer using water.

All piping in the set up was 3/4_ schedule copper tube.

6.2 Cryogenic Fluid Test Set-Up

6.2.1 Laboratory Set-up

Liquid nitrogen was used in the laboratory for cryogenic testing of the TEFM.

Figure 6.2 shows a schematic of the set-up used. Liquid nitrogen was passed

from a standard (high pressure) dewar (196 liters) through the TEFM spool

piece and the turbine flow meter to an empty dewar. Dry nitrogen gas was

used, where required, to pressurize the "source" dewar to obtain higher flow

rates. The maximum practical flow rate of approximately 40 i/min provided

for approximately 5 minutes of continuous flow.
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To minimize the risk of boiling, the piping between the dewars (approx-

imately 2m), including the flow meters were immersed in a bath of liquid

nitrogen. The preamplifier which was mounted to the spool piece was purged

with nitrogen gas and heated to prevent moisture condensation over the high

impedance circuit. The short (0.2m) dewar connecting tubes were wrapped in

25mm rubber insulation. The flow rate was regulated using the "sink" dewar

valve with the source dewar valve fully open. This kept the test section

under pressure and helped to prevent boiling and cavitation.

Various pressure release valves and regulators were installed for safety.

All tubing was 3/4" schedule 40 copper which was tested with each spool piece

to approximately 1.3 MPa (200 PSI) at cryogenic temperatures. Only a 3/8"

diameter output tube was available from the dewars and reducers were used to

couple with the 3/4" tubing.

Plate 6.1 shows a photograph of the laboratory test set-up.

6.2.2 Depot Test Set-up

Tests were also made at a liquid nitrogen supply depot to take advantage of

the large supply of sub cooled liquid nitrogen. To provide pre-cooling, the

spool piece section was mounted in a styrofoam cooler and filled with liquid

nitrogen. This provided a portable equivalent of the laboratory set up. The

turbine flow meter section was insulated with 25mm thick foam rubber.

This arrangement was mounted as close as possible to the outlet valve of a

large supply tank as shown in Plate 6.2. Liquid was allowed to flow through

the set-up to one or two standard dewars (in parallel). Throttling was

controlled at the dewar inlet valve to maintain pressure in the spool piece.

Flow rates in excess of 55 I/min were possible depending on the level within

the storage tank. This is only 2% of SSME flow rate.

Preamplifier heating and nitrogen purging were also supplied as for the

laboratory set-up.
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Tests were also madewith an extended length of pipe between the spool piece

and the supply tank to allow a greater path length for charge accumulation.

This extension consisted of a 3/4" galvanized steel pipe approximately I

meter long. For precooling it was mounted coaxially within a 3" pipe section

to provide a jacket that was filled with liquid nitrogen. Fibre glass

insulation was used to minimize the liquid nitrogen burn-off.

6.3 Data Recording and Test Electronics

Figure 6.3 shows a schematic of the data recordings and test electronics.

The TEFMelectronics are described i_ Section 5. The following voltage

outputs from this electronics were recorded using a desk-top data logger and

computer with floppy disk storage:

Velocity proportional output

Peak correlation function (relative)

Triboelectric noise signal strength (rms voltage)

The pulse signals from the turbine flow meter were processed by the
linearizer and then input to a rate meter to provide a voltage signal

proportional to flow rate. This signal was also input to the desk top data

logger.

A storage oscilloscope, with floppy disk, was used to record the correlogram

(cross correlation function) from the cross correlator. Other signals were

also recorded in this way for analysis and plotting.

A spectrum analyzer was used to collect and plot the frequency spectrum of
the triboelectric noise signals. Other standard test instrumenus such as a

digital multimeter, megohmmeter, and an electrometer were also used.

Data from the desk top computer was tzansferred to a personal computer for

analysis using standard spread sheet software.
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6.4 Test Procedures

The primary purpose of the test was to provide a comparison between the flow

rates measured using the TEFM and the turbine flow meter. The most

successful TEFM design is the one which yields the best measurement precision

under similar experimental conditions.

6.4.1 Non-cryogenic Flow Tests

The raw data was recorded by adjusting the pump speed to maximum flow rate

and then reducing it in incremental steps to the minimum practical flow rate.

At each step data was recorded by the data logger at 2 second intervals. A

minimum of 3 readings were made at each step comprising between 80 and 200

data points for each spool piece. Each data point consisted of: the outputs

from the TEFM and turbine flow meter, the peak cross correlation function,

and the triboelectric signal strength. The flow rate was allowed to

stabilize for approximately 30 seconds before data was recorded.

The raw data were then transferred to a personal computer and the flow rates

in engineering units were calculated and plotted. Least squared linear

regression was applied between the TEFM and the turbine flow meter to make

quantitative performance comparison.

The absence of bubbles within the flow loop was confirmed by installing a

clear tube after the turbine meter. Deliberately induced bubbles were

clearly seen through the tube but none were generated during the test period.

An indication of the effective "bandwidth" of the binary converted

triboelectric signal was obtained by inputting the same signal (from one

electrode) to both inputs of the cross correlator. This provided an

autocorrelation function from which the average rate of zero - crossing could

be determined. The implications of this are discussed in Section 3.

Auto correlation was performed at approximately i0 flow rates for each of the

spool piece designs B and C. Design A and B differ only in electrode

separation and have the same electrode frequency response.
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The spectrum analyzer was used to record frequency spectra of the analog

triboelectric signals directly from the preamplifier.

Test work was also carried out on early version of the TEFM. In particular

the d.c. streaming potential was measured at various flow rates. The

application of the TEFM to water and transformer oil was also confirmed.

Smaller amounts of data were manually recorded for these tests since they did

not require vigorous analysis. Also a visual reading rotameter was used as

the reference meter in place of the turbine meter.

6.4.2 Cryogenic Flow Tests

Special procedures were followed before testing with liquid nitrogen. After

assembly of the various flow loop components the system was pressure tested

for leaks. Before precooling of the assembly, the valve on the sink dewar

(empty) was cracked open to allow a small flow of gas through the flow meters

and out of the vent valve. This ensured that the system was dry and that the

turbine meter was operational. Filling of the precooling trough was begun

while maintaining flow of gas through the system. Periodically the test

section was pressurized during cool down to ensure the absents of leaks.

Preamplifier purging and heating was also begun during cool down.

Following cool down, preamplifier operation was checked and the "source"

dewar was pressurized with dry nitrogen gas. The test section vent and the

sink dewar inlet valves were then closed. The source dewar valve was then

opened to apply full pressure to the test section. The sink dewar vent and

inlet valves were then opened as required to begin the tests. Data was then

collected as described in Section 6.4.1. A similar procedure was followed at

the liquid nitrogen depot. To obtain higher flow rates the LN 2 was vented to

the atmosphere for approximately 30 seconds. All the data logging and test

electronics were set up on site.
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7.0 TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

7.1 Non-cryogenic Tests

7.1.1 Triboelectric Noise Characteristics Freon

The triboelectric flow noise from the ring electrodes ranges in amplitude

from approximately I00 to 200 mV rms for flow rates between i0 and 20 i/m

respectively. Figure 7.1 shows how the signal strength increases with flow

rate. Since the preamplifier has an overall gain of 200, the true potential

from the electrodes range between I and 2 mVrms over this range. Peak to

peak voltages can be factor of I0 above these levels. This signal strength

is more than adequate to drive the zero crossing detectors (comparators). The

comparators are essentially independent of signal strength even if the gain

of the two electrode amplifiers differ greatly. The preamplifier and signal

conditioning circuits require that the signals do not saturate. This would

produce artifacts that ma____vbias the correlation.

Typical triboelectric signal frequency distributions are shown in Figure 7.2.

The spectra are heavily distributed about the low frequencies below I00 Hz

and fall off inversely with frequency (i.e. "i/f noise). As shown in

Section 5.3 the signal conditioner filters ("whitens 'w) this distribution

slightly with a low frequency roll off at approximately 90 Hz. Therefore,

the average rate of zero crossing is typically between 50 and I00 Hz. This

spectral "whitening" effect was found to improve the cross correlation

resolution by effectively increasing the binary signal bandwidth.

The effect of electrode length on the frequency response is evident from the

auto correlation function of each signal (ref). Figure 7.3 shows a typical

set of auto correlation functions for design-B. For a random, single bit

digital signal the auto correlation function represents an exponential

function in time and the decay constant is inversely proportional to the
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average zero crossing rate. By sampling and counting, it was found that the

average zero crossing rate is equal to

Rate - i/(4t')

where t r is the exponential decay constant. This rate was determined for

designs B and C and the results are shown in Figure 7.4. As expected, the

zero crossing rate increases with flow rate for both designs. For design-C

at 20 i/m the rate is approximately 46 Hz compared with approximately 68 Hz

for the shorter electrode of design B. This gives design-B a higher

frequency response which should enhance the velocity precision of design B

compared with design C. This expectation is confirmed in the next section.

7.1.2 Velocity Determination - Freon

Velocity determination using freon was highly successful for all spool piece

designs. The cross-correlator determined the classically shaped cross-

correlation function (correlogram) that behaved as expected with variation in

flow rate. Figure 7.5 shows a typical set of correlograms for spool piece

design-C at various flow rates. The location of the peak moves towards

longer time delays as the flow rate is decreased. Also, the "width" of the

peak increases with decreasing flow rate and will be considered subsequently.

Figures 7.6 to 7.8 show plots comparing the flow rate determined using the

TEFM and the turbine flow meter for spool pieces A to C respectively. The

turbine flow meter results are linear with the TEFM for each design. There

is, however, a proportionality constant or gauge factor and a small offset to

be applied to the TEFM readings to make them equal the turbine meter reading.

The offset is most likely due to electronic offsets within the correlation

circuit. The gauge factor results from effects of the velocity profile

across the diameter of the tube. Since the TEFMrs always read the same or

higher flow rates, the electrode response is dominated by the fluid regions

away from the tube wall.
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Figure 7.8

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE FLOW RATES DETERMINED BY TEFM-DESIGN C
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SIGNAL IS ALSO SHOWN.
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Table 7.1 summarizes the calibration results for each spool piece. Design A

has a gauge factor almost equal to one (.97) and a small offset of 0.2 I/m.

This result is very encouraging. It shows that, for design A, the total

system (geometry and electronics) is reasonably well matched to respond to

the average flow profile and is in effect an absolute flow meter. The

results for designs B and C are interesting since the two designs have the

same electrode separation and use the same correlator settings. Both designs

have essentially the same gauge factor and offsets of approximately 0.93 and

-0.5 i/m respectively. This demonstrates that the long and short electrodes

have the same response to the flow velocity profile. The gauge factor less

than one suggests that the slower moving regions near the pipe wall drop out

of the correlation causing the response to be biased by the faster flowing

regions towards the middle of the pipe.

TABLE 7. I

Performance and Calibration Results For Each Spool Piece

Tested With Freon.

Design

A B C

Electrode spacing [mm] 19.355 38.202 37.694

Electrode length (axial) [mm] 3.353 3.353 7.925

Calibration constant (slope) .965 0.9345 0.9399

Calibration constant (off set) 0.2161 -0.5182 -.4956

.4589

rms error of estimate .3 0.4 0.3

Resolution of peak at 20LPM [%] --- 32 40

Average zero crossing rate --- 70 46

Each design shows very similar precision. Designs A, B, and C show

precisions of 0.3, 0.4, 0.3 l/m, respectively. Design-A, has a shorter

electrode separation allowing for a shorter correlation time span and hence a

faster response. Since 128 correlator time spans were used for exponential

smoothing for all the data, design-A had a smoothing time constant of 6.4

seconds compared with 20.2 seconds for designs-B and C. At real flow rates
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in the SSMEthese time constants would reduce to less than I second. Design-

B has the same electrode length as design-A but has a longer electrode

spacing and gives a slightly poorer precision of 0.4 I/m. The significance

of this small difference is not great. However, it fits the hypotheses

presented in Section 4. The shorter electrode responds to smaller eddies

resulting in a higher frequency response (Section 7.1.2). While this is

expected to improve the resolution, the smaller eddies change relatively

quickly. Hence, the two electrodes must be relatively close for the smaller
eddies to correlate and improve the effective precision.

Accuracy is generally quoted as the difference between the device under test
and standard or absolute device. Since the TEFMresponse is so linear, the

accuracy after calibration is equal to the precision discussed above. If the
response function were not linear, then a separate accuracy could be

determined which would vary with flow rate. Thus, for these spool pieces,
once the calibration equations have been determined (offset and gauge factor)

the accuracy is within the precision of the determination.

In order to further discriminate amongthe designs, the velocity resolution

of each design was determined. The resolution was taken as the "width" (in
terms of velocity) of the cross-correlation peak at half its peak height (in
terms of % of correlation). As shown in Table 7.1, the resolution for

designs-B (32% at 201/m) is better than for design-C (40% at 201/m). As

discussed, design C has a longer electrode and hence a lower frequency

response and is expected to yield poorer resolution. Figure 7.9 shows the

resolution for designs B and C plotted against flow rate. Here, the

percentage resolution, in terms of the percentage of the velocity, increases

with increasing flow rate. This result is unexpected and unexplained.

The height of the correlation peak is an indication of the degree of

correlation. Since the TEFMrequires only the location of the correlation

peak, the peak height is important only in that it must remain higher than

the "background" correlation function. Figure 7.10 shows the peak height as

a function of flow rate for designs B and C. The peak height increases with
increasing flow rate as expected. Design C shows a higher degree of
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correlation than design-B. This may be because design-C is responding more

to the larger eddies (because of the longer electrode length) which are less

likely to changebetween electrodes.

According to the test plan submitted to NASA,the flow "precision will be the

dominant criteria" in selecting the best spool piece design and if necessary

secondary results will be used. While the precision of all the designs is

similar, design-A is selected as the most successful, based on precision and

response time. this is followed in performance by design B and then design-C

based on the potential for higher resolution with design-B.

7.1.3 Response to Step and Ramp Changes

The calibration tests were performed to indicate the response to ramp and

step changes. The step change response was as expected and involves the

correlation sweep rate and the number sweep cycles set for exponential

smoothing.

Following step change the new cross correlation peak grows while the original

peak diminishes. The process occurs at an exponential rate with a time

constant equal to the correlation cycle time multiplied by the number of

cycles selected for smoothing. Once the height of the new peak exceeds the

original one the peak follower begins to track it by moving towards it in

incremental steps. One time division increment is passed each correlation

cycle. Since there is an inverse relation between time and flow rate the

response is also an inverse relationship with rate dependent on the step

change magnitude.

The overall response time was the sum of these delays for correlator

configuration used. The overall response time constant was typically 8

seconds for design-A and 20 seconds for designs-B and C. If necessary, these

time constants could have been reduced to negligible levels with a precision

trade off. Options on the correlator provide for exponential smoothing

adjustment and the elimination of the median peak follower to improve

response time.
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Response to ramp changeswere as expected from the above discussion.

7.1.4 Transformer Oil Tests

Tests with transformer oil were made using an early spool piece prototype

with a slightly different geometry. A diagram of the design is shown in

Figure 7.11. Figure 7.12 shows a set of correlograms from transformer oil

that demonstrate the application. Figure 7.12 shows the output voltage

plotted against the turbine flow meter readings. This again demonstrates the

linearity of the TEFM, Conversion of the TEFM readings to engineering units

has not been done and does not provide any significant information.

7.2 Laboratory Cryogenic Tests

Several problems were encountered with the laboratory set up that prevented

observation and analysis of triboelectric signal from single phase liquid

nitrogen. These problems are known to originate from three basic causes: a)

microphonics, b) two phase nitrogen flow and C) flow at low velocity.

Microphonics is caused by vibrations around the electrode assembly.

Microphonics from other parts of the spool piece/preamplifier assembly were

eliminated in the final design. It has been found that because of the

construction of the two electrodes they respond in exactly the same way to

vibration. This results in the same noise being generated. The special

common mode rejection (CMR) feature of the correlator is able to correct for

this effect and will be demonstrated in Section 7.3.

Two phase flow caused by bubble formation outside the dewars and bubble

saturation masked any attempt to detect the true triboelectric signal.

Attempts were made to reduce bubble formation outside the dewar by precooling

as much external pipe work as possible. Prevention of bubbles caused by

cavitation could not be ensured. Problems were also caused by nitrogen gas

saturation after passing the liquid between the dewars. This gave rise to

high frequency signals caused by the collapsing of these bubbles about the
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electrodes and between the electrodes such that the signals would not
correlate.

The existence of bubbles does not necessarily prevent the use of the TEFM.

Bubbles give rise to large signals from the electrodes which are cross

correlated provided the bubbles do not change in form from one electrode to

the other. Bubble velocity, however, may not equal liquid velocity. Figure
7.14 shows the response of the TEFMcomparedwith the turbine flow meter

during the presence of bubbles. Parts of the piping were left uninsulated to

be sure that bubbles were present. The non linearities shown in Figure 7.14
are probably due to the effects of larger bubbles on the turbine flow meter.

7.3 Cryogenic Tests - Depot

Arrangements were madeto test the TEFMat a liquid nitrogen depot that had a

large supply of subcooled liquid. A more compact and portable spool piece
test apparatus was used as described in Section 6.2.2.

The possibility of bubbles could not be eliminated. However, from experience
in observing known bubble-derived signals the presence of bubbles seemedto

be less likely. Shortly after beginning the LN2 flow reasonable cross

correlation was detected which faded as the apparatus became sufficiently

cooled. Hence this temporary cross correlation is considered to be caused by
bubbles rather that triboelectric signals.

The most significant problem was caused by microphonic noise generated from

around the electrodes. This was always commonmode (CM) and was readily
eliminated by the cross correlator commonmode rejection (CMR) facility.

Figure 7.15 shows an example of CMnoise from each electrode. These signals
are remarkably similar leading to the suspicion that there was cross talk

between the signals before the high impedancepart of the preamplifier. This
possibility was eliminated by various tests which ensured isolation. The two

preamplifier channels were eventually separated on different circuit boards.

No triboelectric or non-commonmodesignals can be observed on these signals.
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Demonstration of the effect of common mode noise is shown in Figure 7.16(a).

This shows the auto correlation function produced by the noise. Figure

7.16(b) shows how the CMR successfully eliminates the auto correlation

function. No evidence of cross correlated (or non-CM) signal can be seen.

Figure 7.17 shows the electrode signal which contains harmonic microphonic

noise in the presence of bubble generated noise. The cross correlation

function shown was obtained using the CMR and the cross correlation peak can

be clearly seen without any harmonic auto correlation features. The poor

shape of the peak is due to the properties of the bubbles. This was typical

of the signals shortly after starting the flow of liquid nitrogen.

The above results were obtained with the spool piece as close as possible to

the LN 2 tank outlet. It was considered that the absence of observable

triboelectric signal was because not enough time was allowed for the liquid

to acquire and mix triboelectric charge. To test this, an extra one meter

length of precooled pipe was installed between the spool piece and the LN 2

source. This pipe was galvanized steel and had a rough inner surface to aide

in charge generation. This did not give rise to observable triboelectric

signal. More harmonic microphonic noise was generated that showed frequency

components consistent with resonance of acoustic vibrations within the pipe

section.

It is estimated that any existing triboelectric noise in LN 2 at these flow

rates must be not greater than approximately i mV (peak to peak) before

amplification. This is when microphonic noise ranges about 5 mV (peak to

peak) before amplification. Thus testing of the TEFM has not clearly

identified any usable triboelectric noise against the background of other

noise sources in liquid nitrogen. It should be noted that with such high

signal to noise ratios, multibit correlation would be more effective in

extracting any signal. The correlator used has the facility for two bit

operation but required a different signal conditioning module design for

operation. Two bit operation was thought to be unnecessary during the design

phase following encouraging tests with freon.
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS

The feasibility of using the triboelectric for measuring cryogenic fuel flow

has not been reliably demonstrated with liquid nitrogen. Two phase flow and

microphonics in the various test loops prevented conclusive measurement of

any single phase, tribo-generated charge. This result does not rule out the

TEFM for application to liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen at SSME flow rates.

Two conclusions follow:

i)

2)

Liquid nitrogen does not generate significant triboelectric charge

for flow rates up to 55 I/min.

There was insufficient turbulence upstream of the TEFM.

Liquid oxygen and hydrogen are expected to be more reactive and have a

greater potential for charge generation. In the SSME, there is a con-

siderable source of turbulence to generate charge.

Three flow meter spool piece designs were developed and delivered that

operated well water, transformer oil and liquid freon. Tests enabled design

features to be tested and a confirmation of general understanding of the

technique.

The triboelectric signal has a I/f frequency spectrum. Pre-whitening of this

signal improves precision. Precision is improved with a broad and even

frequency distribution. Another way of improving band width is to reduce the

axial length of the electrode which does not reduce the signal strength.

The degree of cross correlation between two signals is indicated by the

correlation function peak height. The degree of correlation improves as the

electrode spacing is reduced. This leads to a faster response, but has lead

to a broader peak width. The reason for this is thought to be due to lower

frequency cut off for ac signal coupling. As the separation and/or the lower

frequency cut off is reduced, there is more chance that both electrodes lie

within the same polarity of charge which leads to a broader peak. Hence, as

the electrode spacing is reduced, the lower frequency cut off must be
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increased. Otherwise, close electrodes are more desirable because they
provide better correlation and faster response time.

The response of the TEFMis linear for liquids tested and is expected to be

always linear because of the constant shape of the flow velocity profile. A

small gauge factor must be determined for each design to account for3H this

flow profile. Flow rate precision between .3 and .4 i/min (approximately 1%)
were measured for liquid freon.

The commonmoderejection facility of the cross correlator was successful in

eliminating commonmode noise such as microphonics. This is expected to be
an essential feature of any future application to the SSME. Further tech-

niques can be developed to reduce the generation of noise by changing the
number of electrodes and/or their design. Extra electrodes could be used to
assist in noise elimination.
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9.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

From experience with this contract and other applications of the tribo-

electric technique for flow measurement. The most important test is to

determine how much charge is generated by the fluid at its normal operating

flow rate. Provided usable charge is generated, then it is highly probable

that the technique will be successful.

Use of liquid nitrogen is less desirable than liquid oxygen which can be

safely used in most laboratories. Further testing should be made to de-

termine whether usable triboelectric signal is generated by liquid oxygen and

liquid hydrogen. This should also be done with similar materials to those

used in the SSME because these may generate different amounts of charge due

to their location in the triboelectric series. Should such signal exist,

then further work can be done to develop a method of reducing microphonic

noise from the electrodes.

The amount of signal (ac and streaming potential) should also be estimated at

the expected SSME flow rates. Testing at 10% of this flow rate should allow

this estimation and should be done for liquids oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen.

To allow for further testing the current spool pieces should be modified to

allow for higher pressure operation as required. Two of the spool pieces

(designs A and B) were pressure tested to 220 PSI. Higher flow rate testing

will take advantage of the ability of the cross correlator to operate at

higher speeds (table 5.1). Should there be insufficient signal generation in

liquid hydrogen and oxygen then a means of introducing charge should be

investigated. Such methods include the use of electric fields or ionizing

radiation.

The current signal conditioner/correlator occupies only two small circuit

boards. For application to the space shuttle this size can be further

reduced by at least half using hybridization and programmable logic gate

arrays (PLGA). Prototypes using PLGA's for the cross correlator for dif-

ferent applications indicate a considerable reduction in chip count. Multi-

layer circuit board construction will also help to reduce the size of the

electronics package to be more compatible with the space shuttle environment.
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